Willowhayne News
Security update
We regret to inform you that a number
of residents on our state are currently
dealing with malicious mail sent to them
from within the community.
This mail has affected individuals from
young children to some of our eldest
residents on the Estate.
The Littlehampton Police have the
evidence to-date and have set up a crime
number for these incidents. Those
affected are putting in place additional
security measures for their homes.
Should you receive any mail that you
believe to be malicious, we would

encourage you to contact the
Littlehampton Police, who will
investigate this matter.
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Problems with barking dogs
We regularly receive contact from
residents who are having problems with
their neighbour and a barking dog.
Whilst we have every empathy with this
problem, unfortunately, the WRA have
no influence over this matter and if you
are affected by this problem you MUST
speak to the offending owner yourself.
We do however ask that everyone shows
consideration to their neighbours by not
leaving dogs barking for excessive
periods of time. If you go to work or go
out and leave the dog in the garden,
could you please check with your
neighbour that the dog is not causing
any nuisance whilst you are out that you
are unaware of.
Similarly if you are the neighbour of
someone with a dog that is upsetting
you, please talk to your neighbour
before the issue escalates into an
irreversible dispute. We cannot do this
for you.
If you are a nearby and affected
property, you will have the benefit of
the
following
general
restrictive
covenant reproduced, from the Charges
Register, below.
(f) NOT to do or permit any act or thing
which shall be a nuisance or injury to the

Inside this
issue:

premises adjoining or near to the
property hereby.
You will need to check your own
property’s deeds to ascertain you
have this clause and the exact
wording.
If you have exhausted all efforts
to resolve this problem with the
owner, the Council, for the noise,
or RSPCA then you may be able to
obtain an injunction under this
clause in the Title.
However, obtaining an injunction
needs to be a last resort as you
need to be able to demonstrate
that you have made all reasonable
efforts to sort this problem
yourself. Again, we cannot do this
on your behalf.
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New (co-opted) Directors
Following our recent appeal for new Directors,
we have had three volunteers come forward,
which is excellent news.
David Charles and his wife Rosemary moved
onto the Willowhayne in 2012 having lived for
the previous 34 years in the Guildford area.
He retired as an active Chartered Surveyor in
2008 having spent his career in London and
latterly as the Managing Director of a PLC
Property Investment. During his working life
he
was
involved
in
shopping
centre
developments, the management of a UK
wide commercial property portfolio owned by a
major insurance company and advising the
trustees of a FTSE 100 company pension fund.
His parents owned a property in Rustington for
40 years and therefore the area is well known
to him. David says that he feels fortunate to
be able to own a property on the Estate and to
enjoy the amenities and benefits. He
volunteered as he wants to contribute to the
community and use his specialist knowledge to
serve the residents and to support the work of
the Board, with the aim of maintaining and
enhancing all that is good about Willowhayne.
David's main interests are gardening, vintage
cars and the built environment.
Sue McMain and her husband, Tony, moved
onto the Willowhayne in June 2014, having
spent 20 months renovating their house on
Tamarisk Way. Sue retired early, having spent
her last 3 years in Germany working on a major
company-wide SAP project. Prior to this she
spent over 5 years in Switzerland as Finance &
Operations Director, having previously held a
similar position in the international division in
the UK, both involving extensive worldwide

travel. Sue enjoys gardening, swimming, walking
and skiing and hopes that becoming a WRA
Director will enable her to meet more people
locally and also to use her skills and experience
to contribute to the smooth running of the
Estate.
Jim Everitt and his wife Nicky moved to
the Willowhayne from Arundel in September
2013. Previously he had lived in Angmering
since 1981, therefore the area is well known to
him. He retired from the medical products
industry in 2008, having held many senior
directorship roles, including Chairman of the
Microbiological Research Authority at Porton
Down, Wiltshire. Additionally, he had many
years of experience with the Prince’s Trust
(Sussex branch) acting as a mentor coordinator. Jim is an active member of the
West Sussex fund raising committee of the
Friends of Sussex Hospices. Jim enjoys both
golf and cars (amongst other things). Since
being co-opted as a WRA Director he has
taken over responsibility for the Estate’s
ground maintenance.
We are very grateful to David, Sue and Jim
for all volunteering. If anyone else would also
like to come forward and volunteer please do,
as your help will always be appreciated and
welcomed.

Directors and their responsibilities
Amanda Adams - Chairman, Newsletter and
Safety & Security
Malcolm Barnett - Vice Chairman & Finance
Adrian Gotts - Planning
Tony Morris - Roads & Paths, Drains, Road
Sweeping & Signage
Jane Burke - Website, Communication, Meet &
Greet
Arthur St John Simpson - Rules & Regulations
& Trees
Ray Churcher - Grass cutting, Greensward &
Dog bins

David Charles - Planning
Jim Everitt - Grounds maintenance
Sue McMain - Health & Safety, Contracts &
Legal liaison
Notwithstanding the above roles and
responsibilities, all Directors support each
other, take on ad hoc duties and use their own
areas of knowledge and expertise to enhance
the role of the WRA Board of Directors.

Are you a considerate neighbour?
If we asked you the question “Are you are
considerate neighbour?” we think that the
majority of people would like to say that they
were and would answer YES to this question.
Unfortunately we don’t always see ourselves as
others see us and one of the regular problems
we encounter as a board is complaints with
“inconsiderate neighbours”. Whether this is
barking dogs, bad parking, noise, high hedges
etc. (the subject may vary), the problem is
fundamentally the same: “my neighbour shows
no consideration to me or others.”
As a board we cannot intervene, in often what
is a neighbour dispute. However we will try
and offer guidance and support in how you can
resolve any issues you may have.
Often the problems can be solved by simply
talking to each other, or if you find it hard to
speak directly, putting things in writing can
help, though we would always recommend the
face to face approach first. The written word
can often be misconstrued. The writer and
recipient will often read things quite
differently!
We fully accept that everyone’s perception is
different: a nuisance to one person is a
necessity to another, which is why we will not
take sides.
The noise from garden power tools is a typical
example. Whether you tend your garden
yourself or employ a gardener, it is natural to
presume you will want to get work done in the
most timely and cost effective fashion you
can. Power tools, such as leaf blowers, you
think would greatly speed up the process
compared to using hand tools. Often, however,
a simple garden rake will clear leaves off a wet
lawn far more effectively and quietly and will
not cause your neighbour annoyance with the
noise of such machinery.
The problem with barking dogs is a very
common concern and has been fully covered on

the front page of this newsletter.
Problems with parking and the blocking of
driveways/access is a complaint of an
inconsiderate neighbour. We would hope that
no-one would deliberately park their car or
those of their visitors in such a manner that it
impedes access to anyone’s property. If your
vehicle is hindering access and you are
requested to move the car, then please do so.
We have many residents with varying degrees
of medical conditions and they require
unobstructed access into their property at all
times. Not only could an obstructed driveway
cause delays in the event of a medical
emergency, the potential worry causes the
property owner unnecessary stress and
concern.
We would remind everyone that we do not
encourage parking on the Estate roads and if
you do need to park on Estate roads you
MUST obtain permission from the WRA. If
vehicles are parked on Estate roads either
without WRA permission or on an area of road
that you do not own (Please refer to the title
deeds of your property to ascertain if you own
the road outside your property), you may be
subject to a parking charge notice (PCN). If
you receive a PCN you will be subjected to
hefty fees and non payment will result in court
action by our designated supplier of this
service. The WRA will not intervene once a
PCN notice has been issued.
Please therefore let us all make that extra
effort and show our neighbours the kind of
consideration we would like to see ourselves so
that everyone can enjoy their home and living
on the Estate.

Glass fragments in road - 3rd October
Following the fortnightly recycling collection
several residents contacted us to advise that
deposits of glass had been left by the
recycling lorry at various points around the
Estate. Whilst those that contacted us had
cleared up the glass outside their property
they were concerned that the problem was
more widespread.

We contacted Arun DC who immediately
arranged for a road sweeper to be sent to the
Estate to clear up any residual glass.
Thank you to everyone for their involvement in
this matter.

Leaves

Following the recent strong
winds the inevitable leaf drop
has been immense. As our
roads are privately maintained
we do not benefit from having
regular road sweeping.
We have limited resources
available to cover the costs of
regularly
employing
road
sweepers and therefore we
are grateful to all the

residents who sweep up leaves
and pine
needles from the
edges and gutters.
If you have trees on your
property or verge please help
maintain the
Estate by
keeping the verges, gutters
and drains free of leaves.
Thank you.

Gulley cleaning, culvert jetting and road
sweeping
Works are scheduled for the
14th & 15th December for our
contractor
Sweeptech
to
clean the 187 gulleys we have
across the Estate, jet the
culverts and sweep the roads.
The roads were last swept on
the 1st July 2016 by
Sweeptech and the drain
cleaning work was undertaken
last on the 12th October
2015, by Xylem.
This year both jobs will be

undertaken by Sweeptech.
The cost is estimated to be
between £3000 and £4000.
The actual cost is very
dependent on the amount of
debris that is removed.
These
jobs
are
now
undertaken on an annual
basis.
To further help keep our
drains clear and in good
condition, it would much
appreciated by all, if you

could please regularly sweep
up any debris that may
accumulate outside of your
property, before it gets a
chance to enter the drainage
system.
Thank you in advance.

Planned wildflower project
Work on the wildflower area
at the west end of the
Greensward started week of
the 10th October. Over the
coming months the following
work will be undertaken:
Weed killer will be used
to kill off the growth in
the area. This will be
applied early in the
morning.
The surface layer will
be stripped off.

The area will be lightly
rotavated and kept
clear of weeds over the
winter months.
The area will then be
seeded with a mixture
of ‘Bees and Butterfly’
which is a 100% flora
mix and ‘Coastal’ flora
and grasses mix, in
early Spring. Nettles
will be planted at the
back of the area.

We hope that the area will
not only look pretty but that
it will encourage butterflies,
such as the Red Admiral,
Painted Lady and Small
Tortoise
Shell,
amongst
others.

Communal grass cutting
The last cut of the communal
grass areas (including the
Greensward) was undertaken
on the 25th October.
It had been planned that an
Autumn
weed
spraying

treatment would be applied to
these areas. However, the
weather and timing of the
last cut proved to be not
suitable. This matter will be
reviewed in the Spring when

the grass cutting resumes.

Work to Estate owned trees
The following works are due to be undertaken
to Estate owned trees on the 15th and 16th
December (weather permitting):
Willow at The Ridings gate - approximate 40%
crown reduction.
Cherry in The Ridings (on the island) approximate 15% reduction.
Hawthorn in The Ridings (on the island) - light
trim.
Corsican pine (Pinus Nigra) in The Ridings is a
significant risk to the telephone cables -

branches cleared around the cable.
Willow in the The Roystons - approximate 40%
crown reduction.
Willow in Angmerimg Lane - remove dead
branches and clear loose branches in canopy.
Sycamore in Cross Rd - branches over the road
to be crown lifted to approximately 5m.
Total cost for these works is £850.00 and will
be undertaken by D&T tree surgery.

Sorbus (Whitebeam) - Angmering Lane entrance
As you enter the Estate through the
Angmering Lane entrance you will notice a
tree, Sorbus (Whitebeam), situated between
the two sets of gates. This tree could now
benefit from a 15% crown reduction to avoid
overhanging the road and to keep it to a
reasonable size.
As the tree is situated within the Station

Road, East Preston conservation area an
application has been submitted to Arun DC
under
planning
application
number
EP/146/16/TC.
A decision on this application is not due until
the 15th December, but we hope that we can
incorporate the work within the above
schedule.

Potential road damage caused by building works
We appreciate some residents will have
concerns on the potential damage that may be
caused to our roads from vehicles associated
with building works.
All owners are asked to contribute a set
amount to Estate road maintenance when they
apply for building works. Additionally, a
deposit is held by the Residents Association to
cover any repairs to damage caused by the
building works.

However, if you do see any damage to verges
etc. from specific vehicles, please could you
advise us, including
the time,
date
and registration number of the vehicle.
This type of information will help us
to identify who has caused particular damage,
and is most useful to us in respect of
withholding deposits and potentially charging
someone more.

Road damage caused by works at West Ridings
Electricity Substation
As a result of the above works undertaken by
UK Power Networks, a resident contacted us
to advise of subsequent road damage in front
of the substation.
On Sunday the 6th
November (at about 8am) a grab and tip lorry
appeared at the site and unloaded gravel and
soil for the works. From the positioning of the
grab in the road, this resulted in cracks and
damage to the concrete section on which it
was parked. The resident overheard the
workmen saying that they had cracked the
roadway. We have subsequently contacted UK
Power Network’s Mark Ramshaw who was most
co-operative and will arrange for the

necessary repairs to the road. At the same
time they are looking at erecting a fence in
line with the two adjacent properties, to
include a single gate, which would shield the
site for residents.
A site visit is being
arranged between UK Power Network and the
WRA Director responsible for roads.
Thank you to the resident who reported this
problem, because without their intervention
we would have had to use WRA funds to cover
the repair costs, as we would not have had
specific information on how the damage was
caused and by whom. Please do notify us of any
damage you see being caused.

Road repairs/improvements
It has been a busy few weeks preparing for
the road repair programme, which started 31st
October and was expected to last for two
weeks. Whilst there was a concentrated period
of traffic disruption and noise, we were able
to maximise the contractor’s time and
equipment utilisation to obtain the best value.
The contractor is Tidey and Webb.
All costs below are excluding VAT.
The on-going repairs and work include the
following:
1. Creation of disabled pedestrian access at
both the Angmering Lane and Tamarisk Way
entrances to the Estate (Cost £3,140)
2. 23 concrete repairs to various roads across
the Estate totalling 60sq. metres (Cost
£18,532)
3. 7 tarmac repairs covering 30sq. metres
(Cost £4,110)
4. Supply and installation of 15 socketed
bollards, Heritage 150 in Racing Green with
yellow reflective strips and gold decorative
strips on the three walkway entrances to the
Greensward (Cost £4,950). These new bollards
will smarten up the walkways and create a
more uniform look, as over the years we have
accumulated a variety of different shapes and
sizes of posts.
5. Supply and installation of a new post and
mini roundabout sign on the west side of

Angmering Lane (Cost included in 4 above).
Concrete repairs are more expensive due to
the materials, preparation and time, but from
both an aesthetic perspective and durability
concrete offers the best solution on concrete
roads.
We have focused the repairs on those areas
of significant cracking and which were broken
up to a point where they become a hazard to
pedestrians or cyclists.
There are areas still with cracks, which will be
dealt with going forward next year.

Sea outfalls
We have had confirmation from Arun District
Council that they have managed to secure
funding to investigate the three outfalls from
the Estate into the sea. Once they have
completed this investigation they will produce a
rectification proposal for funding to cover the
remedial costs. The impact for the Estate will
probably be upstream of the outfalls to ensure
that there is clear and unobstructed inflow.
Until they carry out their work, we cannot
carry out any upstream investigations, although

Arun have indicated that there is heavy
silting in at least one of the areas.
Hopefully, this investigation work will be
complete by April 2017 which will then enable
us to undertake our own investigations and
possible remedial works.

Dead wild-life
It has been brought to our attention again
that a number of dead animals have been seen
on the Estate (mainly in Michel Grove). From
the information provided it appears that the
majority of these animals have been shot. If

anyone has any information on who is carrying
out these acts, please can they report this
directly to the Police.

Changes at West Sussex Household Waste
Recycling Sites from 1st October 2016
From 1st October 2016 the opening hours for cisterns, concrete fence posts, concrete
all 11 West Sussex household recycling sites will gravel boards, formed concrete (if it won’t
be as below:
fit in a 55x85cm reusable rubble bag),
10:00am to 5:00pm 1st October - 31st plasterboard sheets no bigger than
120cmx240cm, toilet pans, set cement (if it
March (Winter)
won’t fit in a 55x85cm reusable rubble bag),
10:00am to 7:00pm 1st April – 30th sinks or wash basins.
September (Summer)
In addition to grass cuttings and gardening
Prior to the 1st October, the Littlehampton waste, the following items are currently
Amenity tip used to be open 7 days a week. considered non-chargeable and will not incur
However, it is now only open 5 days a week a fee.
(including weekends). It is now NOT open on a Crockery, clay flower pots, clay garden
Tuesday or Wednesday.
ornaments, fitted kitchens cupboards and
Further changes have been implemented, which work surfaces, fitted units, flooring (except
include charging for certain items which are ceramic or stone flooring) Insulation,
classified as non-household waste.
internal and external doors, non-ceramic
Grass cuttings and gardening waste remain free baths, radiators, roofing felt & timber.
of charge. Soil and stones are not accepted What are the charges?
free of charge and are part of the charging £4 per tyre or part tyre
waste scheme.
£4 per rubble bag or part bag of chargeable
The new charging structure is not easy to waste
understand or even remember and whilst the
information is listed on the recycling website £4 per separate chargeable item or per
recycleforwestsussex.org we thought it may be sheet of plasterboard.
useful to reproduce the information in the For a limited period, one free rubble bag will
newsletter.
be available upon request for each resident
The below items are considered “chargeable at household waste recycling sites. Rubble
bags must be no bigger than 55cm x 85cm
waste”
and can be bought from most DIY stores and
Tyres from cars, vans, motorcycles. Waste supermarkets.
from construction, alteration or repair of your
home and garden such as plasterboard, breeze All materials must be in a rubble bag. Loose
blocks, bricks, rubble, soil, stones, turf, ceramic loads will not be accepted unless they are
considered chargeable per item.
bathroom fittings, tiles.
To further complicate the matter of charges Payment can only be made by Visa or
and what is payable, a fee is either levied on a Mastercard debit and credit cards. Cash and
per item basis or per 55x85cm reusable rubble cheques cannot be accepted. Payment will
bag (full or part bag). Below we have reproduced need to be made before you are given access
the list of what can go in a bag and what is to the chargeable containers.
charged on an item basis.
As you can see, this whole matter is
extremely complicated and not easy to
Charged per 55x85cm reusable rubble bag.
understand, but we hope that reproducing
Breeze blocks,
bricks, ceramic drainpipes, the information will go some way towards
concrete,
flagstones
or
paving
slabs making things a little less confusing. We do
granite, gravel, marble, plasterboard, rocks or recommend that you visit the recycle for
stones, rubble or hardcore, sand, slate, soil, West Sussex website for more information
tarmac, tiles (ceramic, clay or slate) and before taking waste items for disposal.
& turf.
Charged per item.
A piece of marble or granite (if it won’t fit in a
55x85cm reusable rubble bag), bidets, ceramic
baths, ceramic shower trays, ceramic pipes,

Is horse riding permitted on the beach?
It would appear that at least one owner of a
horse is driving a horse-box down Angmering
Lane, at a speed greater than 20 mph, in order
to park near the sea so that he/she can go on to
the beach at low tide. Questions have been
asked of us, as to what we can do about this and
the permitted times that horse riding is allowed
on the beach.
Horses are not permitted on the beaches of
Arun between 10am and 6pm on any day
between 1st May and 30th September. There is
no time restriction outside of these dates.
If someone is using the beach with a horse
outside of these times, and you are concerned
about the matter then Arun DC should be
contacted directly.
The parking of horse-boxes on Estate roads is
not permitted. In order for us to take any
action, we would need dates, times, location and
registration number whilst the vehicle is on

site. This will enable us to issue a Parking
Charge Notice. We can only issue this when
the horse-box is parked on the estate and
not after the event.
Outside of this, residents can report on
Operation Crackdown, where it can be dealt
with as an ‘after the event’ action.
The
website
for
Operation
Crackdown
is http://www.operationcrackdown.org.

Overdue Estate rates - 2016
At the end of October, despite numerous
reminders and requests for payment, two
properties still had their 2016 Estate rates
unpaid. The amounts outstanding for these two
properties is over £500.00
As neither of these properties are prepared to
willingingly pay the money they owe, we have
now placed the matter in the hands of the
County Court.
Whilst many residents would like us to publicise
the names and addresses of those that are
refusing to pay their dues, unfortunately the
Data Protection Act prohibits us from
publishing this information. Doing so would
constitute a major and deliberate breach of the
Act and expose the Directors to fines and legal
compensation claims.
Additionally, a number of properties in The
Ridings and The Roystons seem to think they
can pay less than the invoiced amount at their
discretion. This is also not acceptable and will
be dealt with, if necessary, by taking court

action. You should be aware that when we
make a claim we include interest on the
outstanding debt at the court’s standard rate
of 8%pa and a court fee of about £35. These
are added to our claim.
We would urge those who are doing this to
make a payment of the outstanding amount on
their accounts as soon as possible and before
we take further action. Hobdens will provide
details of the balance due on your accounts if
you are unsure.

Christmas tree festival - 9th -11th December
Thank you to Jane Burke, Arthur St John
Simpson, Rosemary Charles, Rachel Heininger
and her sister Barbara Ferguson (who is
visiting from the USA) for all volunteering to
help with design and decoration of the WRA
sponsored Christmas tree. Please do go along

and support their efforts. Two years ago this
event raised over £9000 of much needed
funds towards the upkeep of our 12th
century grade 1 listed church. Photos of our
tree will be published in the next newsletter.

A special thank-you, from the Board of Directors,
to all the residents who help out during the year
We would like to take this
opportunity to say a big thank
you to all the residents who
gallantly
distribute
the
newsletter every two or three
months.
The
current
newsletter
distribution team consists of
Bill Petrie, Vanessa Bennett,
Fiona
Champion,
Peter

Duffield, Roger Wickham, Jan
Wingfield, Caroline Frake,
Linda Amos, Nick & Teresa
Croston, Brian Daley & Nadia
Birch, Gerry & Theresa Price,
and
Jackie
&
Geoff
Broadhurst.
To all of these
people we say a huge thank
you! Without their delivery

efforts, the newsletter would
not be possible.

Thank you to all our long-standing guard-signing volunteers, who,
between them, sign on the guards each evening and act as the point
of contact. So thank you to Jonathan & Amanda Adams, Graham &
Linda Amos, David & Sarah Leighton, Steve Robinson, Nick & Teresa
Croston and Gerry & Theresa Price.

Thank you to Nick and Teresa Croston for all the work they do in monitoring both the nightly
and weekly guard report sheets which are put through their letter box each night and emailed
each week. Further thanks are extended to Nick and Teresa as they were also responsible for
the preparation of the wonderful nibbles at this year’s AGM.
Thank you to both Graham Amos and Terry Burke for all the work they have done this year in
monitoring the WRA owned trees. The lack of Directors this year has meant that without their
help we would not have been able to fully monitor the condition of these trees and ensure that
they are maintained in good order.
As we don’t have the benefit of a paid-for litter collection service we would like to say thank
you to Nadia Birch and Arthur St John Simpson for regularly walking the Estate and picking up
litter and also to all those residents who dispose of any rubbish that may have collected outside
their property.
Thank you to Mike Chambers for continuing to help and support the planning committee with a
lot of behind the scenes work.
Finally, a big thank you to everyone who contributes in making the Willowhayne Estate a
wonderful place to live.
A big thank you to Rita Tasker, Michael Cornwell and all the team at Hobdens for all their
support and hard work towards the smooth running of the Willowhayne Residents’ Association.
Whilst Hobdens are paid for the services they provide the Estate, the amount of day to day
contact they have with individual residents and the Board of Directors is probably a lot more
than most people would imagine.
A special thank you must be made to Graham Butt Estate Agents, East Preston for all the
support they continue to show the Willowhayne Residents’ Association in donating the printing
and paper costs to us. Without their generous donation we would not be able to provide these
newsletters.

Police Non Emergency
Number : 101 or 0845
60 70 999
Assured Control Room
(Guards):
01903 277345
Hobdens:
01903 724040

Keeping the website relevant
The website is updated each month. We want to make sure the information we provide is
relevant and useful to you. We therefore welcome your feedback on what additional
information you feel would be useful to both existing and potential residents.

Directors : Amanda Adams (Chairman, Co-Opted) Malcolm Barnett (Vice Chairman)
Adrian Gotts Tony Morris Jane Burke Arthur Simpson Ray Churcher (Co-opted)
David Charles (Co-opted) Jim Everitt (Co-opted) Sue McMain (Co-opted)

What do you want from your Newsletter and Board Of
Directors?
The purpose of the Newsletter is to keep you
informed as to what is happening on the
Estate. It would be helpful if you could let us
know what you wish us to include in the
Newsletter and what you want us to leave out.
We welcome articles to be submitted for
inclusion in the Newsletter, but please bear in
mind that they may need to be edited for
content and suitability (depending on content
and space available). Please submit your
articles via the website or by post to
Hobdens.
All the Directors are volunteers
and work many hours (often without any
recognition and in addition to their day job)

trying to improve the Estate and ensuring we
all benefit from living on such a lovely estate.
Our sole objective is to serve the Estate to
the best of our ability so if there is anything
you want us to consider or think we could do
better then please just let us know.

Printing and paper kindly donated by

East Preston Office 01903 856400
eastpreston@grahambutt.co.uk www.grahambutt.co.uk

